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Legal Notices

Warranty
The only warranties for products and services of Micro Focus and its affiliates and licensors (“Micro Focus”) are set forth in 
the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as 
constituting an additional warranty. Micro Focus shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained 
herein. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.

Restricted Rights Legend
Confidential computer software. Except as specifically indicated otherwise, a valid license from Micro Focus is required for 
possession, use or copying. Consistent with FAR 12.211 and 12.212, Commercial Computer Software, Computer Software 
Documentation, and Technical Data for Commercial Items are licensed to the U.S. Government under vendor's standard 
commercial license.

Copyright Notice
© Copyright 2017-2018 Micro Focus or one of its affiliates.

Trademark Notices
Adobe™ is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Microsoft® and Windows® are U.S. registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

UNIX® is a registered trademark of The Open Group.

Support

Phone A list of phone numbers is available on the   Technical Support 

Page: https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/support-contact-information

Support Web Site https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/

ArcSight Product Documentation https://community.softwaregrp.com/t5/ArcSight-Product-Documentation/ct-
p/productdocs
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Introduction 
ArcSight Investigate is a high-capacity data management and analysis engine that enables you to 
search, analyze, and visualize machine-generated data gathered from web sites, applications, sensors, 
and devices that comprise your monitored network. Investigate indexes the events from your data 
source so that you can view and search them. The intuitive search language makes it easy to formulate 
queries and then create reports and visualizations based on the search results. 

What’s New in this Release

This release includes the Outlier Analytics feature, which allows you to compare incoming EventCount, 
BytesIn, and BytesOut values to typical values for your environment in order to identify anomalous 
behavior. You define and build a model that identifies typical behavior for your environment, and then 
start a scoring process that evaluates incoming events against the model. The scoring process assigns a 
score that indicates the degree to which the incoming data varies from the typical behavior. The scoring 
range is 0 to 100, with 0 indicating completely non-anomalous behavior and 100 indicating completely 
anomalous behavior. You view the results of the scoring process in a table that shows the top 
anomalous hosts, and then select a grid row to generate charts that provide additional information 
about the anomaly.

The model specifies a subset of data from the Events table that represents typical behavior on your 
network. When you define the model, you can specify filter criteria that identify which device behaviors 
you want to model. For example, you might want to look for anomalous values in events that you 
receive from a specific device vendor or in systems on a specific subnet.

After you score data, use the Outlier Analytics page to view the scored data. After you specify search 
criteria for the data that you want to view, Investigate displays the top anomalous hosts that meet the 

criteria. When you select a host from the Top Anomalous Hosts table, Investigate generates charts 
that provide more information about the anomaly scores. The following charts are available:

 l Outlier Scores History compares anomaly scores of the top anomalous hosts for one week. This 
chart is useful if you suspect a lateral attack.

 l Selected Anomalous IP shows the anomaly score for the host that you selected over two weeks. If 
you suspect that a host is under attack (for example, from exfiltration malware), use the Selected 
Anomalous IP chart to study the behavior of the IP over time and identify anomalous patterns.
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 l Selected Anomaly Hour compares the anomaly score for the host that you selected to the top 30 
hosts for the anomaly hour. If you suspect that a network is under attack (for example, a denial of 
service attack), use the Selected Anomaly Hour chart to study the behavior of other top 30 hosts 
during the anomaly hour

For more information, see the ArcSight Investigate User's Guide, available on the ArcSight Investigate 
documentation page.

Available Documentation
The following ArcSight Investigate documentation is available on the ArcSight Investigate 
documentation page.

Document Description

MicroFocus Security ArcSight Investigate 
Deployment Guide

Describes the technology used in Investigate, deployment 
architecture and scenarios, and system requirements

MicroFocus Security ArcSight Investigate User's 
Guide

Describes Investigate features  and how to use them

Upgrading to ArcSight Investigate 2.30
ArcSight Investigate supports an upgrade from Investigate 2.20 to version 2.30.

Before you upgrade Investigate, upgrade the Vertica database and upgrade to the latest versions of the 
ArcSight Installer and Event Broker. For information about upgrading Vertica, see the ArcSight 
Investigate Deployment Guide. For information about upgrading the installer and Event Broker, see the 
Event Broker Deployment Guide. Both documents are available on  the ArcSight Investigate 
documentation page.
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Fixed Issues
This release addresses the following issues:

Issue Description

HERC-5171 This release resolves an issue where attempting to run multiple searches with the same 
search string failed and the searches remained in Loading status.     

HERC-5901 This release resolves an issue where after you upgraded, attempts to log in to 
https://<Master_IP> failed.

HERC-6121 This release resolves an issue where Investigate did not update the Timeline when you 
navigated from the current search to a saved search.

HERC-6376 This release resolves an issue where Investigate duplicated the Search 1 entry in the left 
navigation pane after you deleted all searches.

HERC-6403 This release resolves an issue where if you ran multiple Investigate sessions with the 
same credentials and then deleted all searches, Investigate duplicated the Search 1 entry 
in the left navigation pane for each session. One of the searches functioned as expected, 
and the others generated errors.

HERC-6569 This release resolves an issue where Investigate failed to switch widgets on the DNS 
Analysis page from the chart view to the table view.

HERC-6570 This release resolves an issue where if you ran multiple Investigate sessions, saved a 
search in one session, and then deleted the search in another session, Investigate 
deleted the search from all sessions.

Release Notes
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Open Issues
This release contains the following open issues:

Issue Description

General Issues

HERC-7073 After you upgrade Investigate and log in for the first time, you might 
receive an "Upload group list failure" error and be unable to perform any 
actions in Investigate.

Workaround: Undeploy Investigate, and then redeploy it using the COPY 
option.

HERC-7129 If you create a lookup list using a CSV file with invalid data, Investigate 
ignores the invalid data and creates the lookup list, but does not notify you 
that the CSV file contains invalid data.

HERC-7707 There is a known issue with the 7.10.x Microsoft DNS Trace Log Connector 
and 7.11.x Microsoft DNS DGA Trace Log Connectors, where Events are not 
correctly flagged for the Investigate DNS Analytics reports. Until this is 
addressed in the Connector, use the Connector versions 7.8.x or 7.9.x 
Microsoft DNS Trace Log Connector if you want to flag events for the DNS 
Analytics feature. 

Browser Issues

HERC-4687 In Firefox, if you log out of Investigate from the  Search page, Investigate 
does not redirect you to the login page and generates error messages.      

Workaround:      Navigate from the Search page to the Dashboard page, and 
then log out.

HERC-5844 If you are using Investigate with the Microsoft Edge browser, you cannot 
export search results to a PDF file.

Workaround: Use Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome.

HERC-6987

HERC-6988

If you are using Firefox, some fields on the Outlier Configuration and 
Outlier Analytics pages might not be completely visible.

Workaround: Collapse the left navigation pane, resize the columns, or use 
the Tab key to view the fields.

Visualization Issues

HERC-6297 When you refresh a visualization on the Dashboard page, Investigate 
displays the visualization at the top-level zoom. You cannot use the home 
icon to reset the zoom.

Workaround: To zoom in, click on the area for which you want to view 
details.

Release Notes
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Issue Description

HERC-6575 If you create a Bytes Out by Destination Port visualization for a search 
with a large number of events, hover actions might not work and 
Investigate might truncate ports and display unnecessary Y axis labels.

Workaround:

 1. Add a Filter By parameter that has the same label as the Y axis.

 2. Add a search filter where Bytes Out is not equal (Null).

HERC-6986 If you use the global refresh option to refresh a widget on the Dashboard 
page and then attempt another refresh before Investigate completes the 
initial refresh, Investigate generates the following error:

Failed to retrieve chart configuration data

Workaround: Wait for the initial refresh to complete before attempting 
another refresh.

HERC-7036 If you create multiple visualizations using the same search parameters and 

add them to the Dashboard page as widgets, they share the same data. 
Refreshing one widget might refresh data for the remaining widgets that 
use the same data.

Workaround: To use a widget as a base widget for comparison to other 
widgets with older data, create the first widget from the desired search and 
add it to the dashboard, then create a new search and visualization and 
add the second visualization to the dashboard.

HERC-7125 For horizontal visualizations that include a category (for example, Login by 
Destination Address Over Time), Investigate only displays the year on the 
Y axis and does not include the minute, hour, day, and month details.

Workaround: To view detailed time information, hover over a value in a bar 
or zoom in to the cluster.

HERC-7132 Investigate sometimes does not display the complete Y axis text for Search 
page visualizations and dashboard widgets.

Workaround: To view the complete text, zoom in on a specific area.

SOAR Issues

HERC-6134 Investigate fails to notify you when a SOAR action that you selected from the 

Events table times out. The action remains in Running status for a long 
period of time.     

HERC-7121 The SOAR Notification page sometimes does not display results for the 
action that you just submitted, even though Investigate successfully created 
the action.

Workaround: Refresh the SOAR Notification page.

Outlier Analytics Issues

Release Notes
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Issue Description

HERC-6876 If you change to another time zone and then open the  Outlier Analytics 
page, Investigate does not update the title of the Selected Anomaly Hour 
chart to reflect the current time zone. Investigate correctly updates the 
other charts on the page.

Workaround: After you change to a different time zone, select a different 

item in the Top Anomalous Hosts table, and then reselect the original 
item.

HERC-6966 The Selected Anomaly Hour chart on the  Outlier Analytics page 
sometimes does not include the IP address on the Y axis for some bars.

Workaround: Hover over the bar to view the IP address.

HERC-7019 A model might not appear in the Available Models table on the Outlier 
Configuration page after you click Create, even though Investigate saved 
the model.

Workaround: Refresh the page.

HERC-7021 When you create a model on the Outlier Configuration page, if you 
change the start time to a time that is later than the end time that you 
already selected, the calendar does not behave as expected.

Workaround: First change the end time, and then change the start time.

HERC-7070 When building models and viewing scored data for Outlier Analytics, time 
ranges are inclusive. Investigate includes the whole second as the end time. 
For example, if you specify a time range between 2018-10-01 12:00:00 and 
2018-10-01 12:59:59, Investigate includes all data from 2018-10-01 
12:00:00.000 to 2018-10-01 12:59:59.999, inclusive. This does not negatively 
impact the scored data.

HERC-7153 Investigate generates exceptions when you attempt to edit filter criteria on 

the Outlier Configuration page.

Workaround: Delete the filter, and then create a new filter.

HERC-7179 For models with a large amount of data to score, IP addresses that are 

included in the Top Anomalous Hosts table might be missing from the 
Outlier Scores History chart.

This situation occurs because Investigate automatically stops the search 
after it processes between two million and five million rows of data. The 
progress bar indicates that Investigate stopped the search and allows you 
to restart it. After you restart the search, Investigate continues processing 

data and updates the Top Anomalous Hosts table with complete data, but 
does not update the charts.
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Issue Description

HERC-7180 The autocomplete functionality is temporarily unavailable on the Outlier 
Analytics page. The following parameters are currently available for 
filtering:

 l Base Event Count Score of <Model_Name>

 l Bytes In Score of <Model_Name>

 l Bytes Out Score of <Model_Name>

 l Source Address of <Model_Name>

 l Start Time of <Model_Name>

HERC-7181 When you specify search criteria for viewing scored data on the Outlier 
Analytics page, Investigate incorrectly provides the option to view scored 
data by ID.

Workaround: Do not select ID when specifying search criteria.

HERC-7233 After you click Detect on the Outlier Analytics page and Investigate starts 
detecting scored data, if you attempt to continue the search before 

Investigate populates the Top Anomalous Hosts table, Investigate 
displays the following error message:

Failed to retrieve chart configuration data

Workaround: Contact Technical Support.
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Send Documentation Feedback
If you have comments about this document, you can contact the documentation team by email. If an 
email client is configured on this computer, click the link above and an email window opens with the 
following information in the subject line:

Feedback on Release Notes (Investigate 2.30)

Just add your feedback to the email and click send. 

If no email client is available, copy the information above to a new message in a web mail client, and send 
your feedback to arcsight_doc@microfocus.com.

We appreciate your feedback!
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